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Ethics:Ethics:
"The normative science of the conduct of human beings
living in society, which judges this conduct to be right or
wrong, to be good or bad, or in some similar way” 

-- An Introduction to Ethics (LIllie, 1948)

Decision Theory:Decision Theory:

The study of optimal decision-making among 
a set of options based on an agent's preferences.

Societal moral norms represent the state-of-the-art decision-theoretic conclusions.
Legal codes can also represent moral conclusions.

How are these justified?
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"The normative science of the conduct of human beings
living in society, which judges this conduct to be right or
wrong, to be good or bad, or in some similar way” 

-- An Introduction to Ethics (LIllie, 1948)

Decision Theory:Decision Theory:

The study of optimal decision-making among 
a set of options based on an agent's preferences.

Societal moral norms represent the state-of-the-art decision-theoretic conclusions.
Legal codes can also represent moral conclusions.

How are these justified?

Can  be normative or descriptive.



Ethical Paradigms

There are no moral facts.
Nothing is morally wrong.

Moral Nihilism:

1.
2.

An action is right if and only
if it is what a virtuous agent
would characteristically do
in the circumstances.

Virtue Ethics:

An action is right if and
only if it conforms to a set
of rules and principles
(e.g., obligations).

Deontology:

An action is right if:
its utility is positive.
it maximizes good over
bad.

Utilitarianism:

a.
b.
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(Standard Definitions)
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Q: Who determines the virtues, rules, and utility functions? 

(Standard Definitions)



Ethical Paradigms

Moral Nihilism:

Determines and judges the
virtues and vices of agents.

Virtue Ethics:

Determines and judges
codes of conduct.

Deontology:

Determines and judges the
utility of situations.

Utilitarianism:
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(Alternative View)

{right, wrong, neutral}
{good, bad, neutral}
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Value Judgment: 



Ethical Paradigms

Pragmatic negotiations . . .. 
If you cross my boundaries,
I'll shoot you!

Moral Nihilism:

Compassion 
Honesty
Practical wisdom

Virtue Ethics:

Do unto others only as one
would have others do unto
one ("Golden Rule")
Do not lie, cheat, or kill.

Deontology:

The utility of five healthy
adults is greater than that
of one.
u(eating chocolate) > 0.

Utilitarianism:
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04

(Examples)



Over 20k concepts and 80k relations.
Written in a higher-order logic (SUO-KIF) for ease of expression.
Exports to TPTP ((FOF, TF0, TH0, MEgalodon) 

... which is a work-in-progress.

(One the largest open-source common knowledge ontologies.

.

.

Suggested Upper Merged Ontology



 Start with simplified versions of core ethical definitions and concepts.
 Explore examples in this context until there’s a need for restructuring.
 Return to (1) to refine the definitions until a fixed point is reached. 

Incremental formalization:
1.
2.
3.

.

.

Approach

Alternative formulations are a feature, not a bug.

I’m confident the core paradigms will reach a fixed point relatively soon,
whereas work on the autoformalization of ethical examples and automated
reasoning over SUMO connect with bigger, ongoing projects.

The checking of reasoning by ATP (Vampire -- maybe E) is on hold 🥲😢.



Definitions are surprisingly hard to find:
Easiest for Virtue Ethics (because it has a reputation for being vague):
“An action is right if and only if it is what a virtuous agent would
characteristically do in the circumstances.”
Some books discuss a paradigm for many pages... without a single
definition.
Is Utilitarianism focused on the goal, “maximum wellbeing for all”, or
on the method of optimizing for any goal specified by utility functions?

(Aren’t these distinctions why we formalize?)
Deontology is just ethics, usually focusing on obligations, prohibitions,
and permissions -- can also be on rights (“patient-centered”).

a.

b.

c.

d.

Challenges and Lessons (1)



Consequentialism = “whether an act is morally right depends only on
consequences (as opposed to the circumstances or the intrinsic nature of
the act or anything that happens before the act).” (SEP)

(depends ?A ?B) is not defined.
One idea: if (modalAttribute ?ACTF MorallyGood) is true in some theory,
then there is a proof where all physical premises are consequences of
the act.
Define (influences ?A ?B) to say that everything that influences the truth
of a moral judgment is a consequence of the act.

Consequentialism usually refers to a variety of utilitarianism, yet as a
statement about the nature of justifications, consequentialism could apply
to any paradigm!
Hedonistic utilitarianism could be similar ~ 

Challenges and Lessons (2)

https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/consequentialism/#ClaUti


 Counterfactuals are difficult to formally define yet commonsensically used.  
What would the Buddha do in a similar situation?
Depend on a world model or abstracting over situations

Desired concepts:
(similarity ?AGENT ?E1 ?E2)
(relevant ?E1 ?E2)
situation

Do I wish to spend time developing this background theory?

i.
ii.

iii.

Challenges and Lessons (3)



Levels of abstraction:
Computational/ontological specification

Definitions can be “necessary and not necessarily sufficient.” (AP)
Algorithmic 

Very tempting!  -- And can be over-specific.
Implementation

a.
i.

b.
i.

c.

Challenges and Lessons (4)

(similarity ?AGENT ?E1 ?E2)
Algorithmic: some property-based metric...?
Ontological: ?AGENT is likely to make similar judgments about ?E1 and ?E2.

Trolly Problem: do I wish to define a specific instance of a trolley with a lever
causally connected to a rail junction or do I wish to define the nature of the
dilemma between K mutually exclusive options that all suck in some way?

For example, 



Challenges and Lessons (4.5)

At first I tried to define some notion of similarity among sets (of properties)
so that the term for “similar processes” wouldn’t be entirely vacuous . . ..

But this is overly specific.

And maybe different similarity ‘metrics’ will be desired in different domains
. . .



Challenges and Lessons (4.5)

This seems more ontological: two entities are similar to an agent if the
agent’s judgments about them are likely to be similar.

And equality implies similarity.



Lots of work on ethics focus on the specific logics to use for reasoning about beliefs,
imperatives, etc., and not on the ontological or meta-ethical level.

Usually a specific paradigm and theory is chosen to be formalized.
Ideally, one would like the core ontology to be compatible with this work.

Chad’s HO SET interpretation with generic accessibility relations might suffice for a lot?

Challenges and Lessons (5)

Most of the ontology uses modal operators (belief, likelihood, normative attributes,
obligations, etc). 
These are not handled well by the translations of SUMO into TPTP’s FOF or TFF.
Numbers and lists do not tranlate so effectively, either.
The SUMO <-> TPTP <-> ATP pipeline seems to need work beyond the Ethics project.

(I hope I’m wrong here :- P)
—> Checking examples and formalization requires drastic oversimplifications and
overinstantiations.
Maybe the higher-order set theory interpretation into Megalodon will help?
Maybe translations to the MeTTa language with the Hyperon AGI project’s ecosystem
will help?
... to be determined ;- )



Is one Deciding over classes or instances of possible actions or classes?
Class vs Instance confusion:

1.

Challenges and Lessons (6)

OR



Is one Deciding over classes or instances of possible actions or classes?
Class vs Instance confusion:

1.

Challenges and Lessons (6)

OR

I believe I am deciding  on a subclass of “drinking coffee” 
and I don’t know which instance will be realized in advance.

However, CaseRoles can only take instances as arguments. 
Hack: classes can be represented as sets of instances and the set can be worked
with as an instance.  



How does one denote that something has actually happened?
E.g., it’s bad to actually hurt someone and not necessarily to logically denote the act.

Class vs Instance confusion:
1.

Challenges and Lessons (6)

“There exists an instance of this class of behavior.”
Thus there’s a need to be very careful of casual instantiations:

I don’t wish to say that every option of a Deciding instance is actualized . . ..
Maybe we want something like Edward Zalta’s Actuality operator?
Or at least that the agent believes itself to be capable of performing the action.

capability can be seen as a wrapper for possibility.



GPT-4 Autoformalization (Experiments)
Give GPT-4 definitions of Ethics, Moral Nihilism, Virtue Ethics, and Deontology.
Ask for a definition of Utilitarianism.



GPT-4 Autoformalization (Experiments)
I will start with Hedonistic versions (in line with Bentham): "Hedonism = the value of the
consequences depends only on the pleasures and pains in the consequences". 
An action will be morally good if it causes pleasure (or more pleasure than any other
possible action) and morally bad if it causes pain (or more pain that some other possible
action). 
Can you provide a definition of Utilitarianism in SUMO?



GPT-4 Autoformalization (Experiments)
“>” is not valid SUO-KIF.  You can use “greaterThan”.
?OTHERBEHAVE should only quantify over counterfactually ‘possible’ options.
 Measure whether utility is positive or negative
Define the moral judgment in the context of a decision, using DecisionOptionFn to compare
the utility to other posssibel actions in this instance of Deciding.

1.
2.
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GPT-4 Autoformalization (Experiments)
However, I failed to get help with formulating Consequentialism (which was quite tricky for
me and involved conjecturing various new terms to use, e.g., outcome, influences, etc).
What about getting help with boilerplate code?
In SUMO, one needs to specify that human and railway track instances are distinct . . .



GPT-4 Autoformalization (Experiments)
However, I failed to get help with formulating Consequentialism (which was quite tricky for
me and involved conjecturing various new terms to use, e.g., outcome, influences, etc).
What about getting help with boilerplate code?
In SUMO, one needs to specify that human and railway track instances are distinct . . .
Maybe there’s a more compact way to do this (that’s probably harder for ATPs...?)

But we use inList, not member.
And we need to assign each human a number.



GPT-4 Autoformalization (Experiments)
Brainstorming how to define influences.
Do you think InternalChange is adequate to denote a generic change? (A: “No....”)
Can you generalize InternalChange to generic Change as as ubclass of Process?

1.
2.

Initially, GPT-4 used
attribute instead of property
and easily made the change.



GPT-4 Autoformalization (Experiments)
Easy structural changes to formulas: swapping an or and exists.



GPT-4 Autoformalization (Experiments)

GPT-4 seems very good for dealing with boilperplate code:
With clear specifications.
When it’s easy to provide initial examples.

Extending definitions to similar cases when the English -> SUMO translation is straightforward.
Brainstorming tweaks to the current knowledge base.
Making syntactic edits that would be tedious.

Struggles with conjecturing and philosophically tricky formalizations.

For the core ontology, it probably doesn’t save me time (yet).
(And maybe this judgment is already obsolete!)

For concrete examples, LLMs will probably save a lot of time!



Entity

Physical Abstract

Proposition

FieldOfStudy

Science Philosophy

Ethics

ContentBearingPhysical

ContentBearingObject

LinguisticExpression

Sentence

Formula

Core Ontology: Class Hierarchy

containsInformation
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EntityPhysical
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Proposition
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ChatGPT (LLMs)

Core Ontology: Class Hierarchy
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??????



"Ethics is the normative
science of the conduct of

human beings living in society,
which judges this conduct to
be right or wrong, to be good

or bad, or in some similar way.

Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0

For every ethics instance, a moral
philosophy, there exists a moral theory
and a group such that the moral
philosophy refers to them and for every
sentence of the moral theory, there exists
a case of moral judging and a type of
behavior such that the group is the agent
of the moral judgment, the judgment
refers to the behavior, the judgment
concludes in the sentence of the theory,
and the group believes that there is a
member of the group capable of enacting
the behavior.



"Ethics is the normative
science of the conduct of

human beings living in society,
which judges this conduct to
be right or wrong, to be good

or bad, or in some similar way.

75%
there?

Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0

For every ethics instance, a moral
philosophy, there exists a moral theory
and a group such that the moral
philosophy refers to them and for every
sentence of the moral theory, there exists
a case of moral judging and a type of
behavior such that the group is the agent
of the moral judgment, the judgment
refers to the behavior, the judgment
concludes in the sentence of the theory,
and the group believes that there is a
member of the group capable of enacting
the behavior.



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0

A moral judgment is simply a  jugment of a moral sentence.
A moral sentence is a member of a moral theory, where a theory is a set of sentences.
For every instance of judging by an agent with a resulting formula, the agent believes the result. 



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0
Simple housecleaning: we have at least two kinds of moral attributes:

Moral value attributes (good, bad, neutral)
Moral virtue attributes (virtue, vice, ???)

And they are generally contrary, i.e., mutually exclusive.

a.
b.



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0
What is a virtuous agent?

Draft 3, for all agents and virtues, if the agent possesses the virtue, it’s a virtuous agent!
Draft 4:

If an agent is virtuous, then it possesss at least one virtue.  👌
For all agents, if there exists a virtue the agent possess, then the likelihood the  agent is
virtuous increases.



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0
I took an abstractly syntactic shift in draft 4.

Splitting deontological theories into two
categories made things easier: 

Value judgment theories (good/bad/neutral)
Imperative theories (obligation/.../...)

Simple value judgment sentences have a clear
form: the assignment of a  moral attribute to a
formula (that should somehow represent an
action, possibly including its context).
And thet general specs are a bit.. vague.



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0
We do the same for imperative sentences that are based on the simple form.

Deontic Attributes are Obligation, Permission, and Prohibition.



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0
So there are two kinds of deontological theory so far.



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0

Essentially the same approach for
virtue ethics sentences and theories.

This approach says that virtue ethics
is about assigning virtue or vice
attributes to autonomous agents.

(As if to say that from a fundamental
perspective, the focus is not on
judging actions as right or wrong.)

Action judgments can be made by
reference to character trait
judgments.



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0
The ‘magic black box’ utility functions that
maps any formula to its utility.

Constraining the scope of formulas seems
cleaner than using an action-centric domain.

Split utilitarian sentences into ones that
assign a utility value to a formula and ones
that compare the value of two formulas.



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0
Split utilitarian sentences into ones that
assign a utility value to a formula and ones
that compare the value of two formulas.



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0
And now we have some notion of utilitarian, deontological, and virtue
ethics theories in terms of the kinds  of judgments they make.
And an ethical community has some ethical theory they hold to be true.



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0
Of course, we must include our beloved moral nihilism, too.

'Moral Nihilism is the view that there are no moral facts' (Ethics: The Fundamentals).



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0
Of course, we must include our beloved moral nihilism, too.

'Moral Nihilism is the view that nothing is morally wrong' (SEP - Moral Skepticism)

https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/skepticism-moral/


Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0
Next up is the moral philosophies (which are technically propositions).
I’d  like to simplify connecting the abstract philosophy with the physical theory.



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0

In draft 3, I said that
deontology refers to
the statement that
there exists a deontic
(imperative) rule.

If the rule is an
obligation, then there
is a moral judging of
behavior realizing the
rule as good and that
it’s bad for there to
not exist such
behavior.

In draft 4, the
judgment is lifted to
map over a whole
theory of such
statements.

How to translate
between imperative
and value judgment
languages?



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0

Define a function that maps simple deontic
sentences into value judgment sentences:

If there’s an obligation for R, then R is good.
If there’s a prohibition on R, then R is bad.
If there’s permission to R, then R is neutral.

The rules on deontic attributes in SUMO
imply that for every obligation R, there is a
prohibition on “not R”.

Thus the value judgment interpretation
can be simplified.

Additional features can be added as
lemmas, not strictly a part of the
interpretation.

1.
2.
3.



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0

One  lemma: if there is permission to do some class of behaviors, then there is a
prohibition on  instantiating a process that prevents the permitted class of behaviors.



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0

The value judgment to deontic operator
direction is equally easy:

If R is good, then there’s an obligation for R.
If R is bad, then there’s a prohibition on R.
If R is neutral, then there’s permission to R.

Is this too strong?

There do exist notions that we only have
socal obligations to do some good acts.

Begs the question of the strength of an
obligation.

Fortunately, it’s modular enough that one
can easily tweak the interpretation to suit
one’s tastes.

1.
2.
3.



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0
These interpretations justify treating the value judgment and
imperative paradigms as equivalent: two forms of deontology.

A deontological philosophy will correspond with a
deontological theory.

And if one believes these translations to hold, then if one
believes in some deontic rule, one should believe it’s morally
good to follow the rule (or bad to break it).



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0
Commonsensically, people don’t always restrict moral judgments to actions.
What about prohibitions on pets in some location?

It’s bad for there to be a pet there, so is there an obligation to remove the pet?
Is it bad to bring a pet to the location?

Time for some lemmas!

If some class of behavior is described as
good, then it’s good to take such actions
(’instantiating them’)



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0
'An action is right if and only if it is what a virtuous agent would characteristically do in
the circumstances' (On Virtue Ethics -- Right Action).
=> If a virtuous agent does something, it’s good to do (in the circumstances).

If an agent possess a virtue and is likely to
take an action which is “relevant to the
virtue”, then it’s likely good to take such an
action.

Using refers for this is sub-optimal.

 We want something resembling Christine
Swanton’s Target-Centered Virtue Ethics to
qualify the relevance of virtues to
circumstances.

E.g., an honest person lacking in courage
may not be an exemplar in a situation
calling for courage more than honesty.



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0
'An action is right if and only if it is what a virtuous agent would characteristically do in
the circumstances' (On Virtue Ethics -- Right Action).
=> If an  action is right,  then a virtuous agent is likely to do it.

The circumstantial connection is difficult
to include  (for me).

Simple action value judgment sentences
are a subset of value judgment sentences
where the formula precisely denotes the
instantiation of some class of behaviors.



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0
'An action is right if and only if it is what a virtuous agent would characteristically do in
the circumstances' (On Virtue Ethics -- Right Action).
If a formula describes something good (or bad), then our virtue ethics sentence says that
for all agents and behaviors, if the agent performing the behavior increases the likelihood
of the formula being true, then the agent likely possesses every virtue relevant to the
formula.

Q:  how do I say that the agent actually takes
this action?



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0
Interpreting a utility assignment can be very trivial (and somewhat numerically
arbitrary).



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0
Interpreting a utility assignment can be very trivial (and somewhat numerically
arbitrary).
Maybe we want a range of roughly neutral actions (even if moderately harmful) . . .



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0
The reverse direction can also be trivial.

Note how low-resolution good/bad/neutral judgments are.



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0
Comparative sentences are tricky: if an action is good, does this mean that its utility is
likely higher than the utility of every other action that is possible in the same situation?
Maybe we can compare to a default action of “doing nothing”?
Or we could say that its utility should be higher than that of all morally bad options?

So far, situation is a bit like a wrapper for the spacetime region of a process and agent. 



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0
A cute trick for mapping utility comparisons to value judgments might be:

If u(F1) > u(F2), then P(F1 is good) > P(F2 is good).



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0
One can define a more general partial functionth at extends the simple comparison and
assignment cases.



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0
One can define a more general partial functionth at extends the simple comparison and
assignment cases.
If one is applying judgments to these sentences, then the claim is that if one believes an
action to better than all other possible actions in the situation, then one should believe
that it is good to do that action.



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0
Hedonistic Utilitarianism can be defined as a subclass of utilitarianism consisting only of
hedonistic utility functions.



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0
Hedonistic Utilitarianism can be defined as a subclass of utilitarianism consisting only of
hedonistic utility functions.
I’m not sure how to define/constrain them.

If u(F) > 0, then there could be someone who experiences  pleasure thanks to F.
Maybe the utility function should be a measure of pleasure?

a.
b.



Core Ontology: Definitions Iteration 4.0
Consequentialism (-- strictly speaking, consequentialist utilitarianism):

All influences of the value of the utility function are physical outcomes that can result
from an instance of the behavior class being measured.

(Again, I’m not sure how to best define the condition that the utility depend only on the
consequences of an action.)



Moral Dilemmas (v3.0)
A moral dilemma is a situation in which every option is bad (Wikipedia).
Alternatively, an agent is obliged to do 2+ mutually exclusive actions (SEP).



LLM Agents (v2-3.0)
An LLM Agent is a computer running an LLM, which is a program.
It is capable of answering and it is autonomous (as it’s running on the cloud,
interacting with people on its own). 



Honesty (v2-3.0)
Communication is honest when the agent believes that the message conveyed is true.



Honesty (v2-3.0)
Communication is honest when the agent believes that the message conveyed is true.
An agent is truthful when it desires its communications to be honest.  
Or when it’s likely that its communications will be honest.   (One hopes these correspond 🤣)



No Killing Others (v2-3.0)
There is a prohibition on killing entities different than oneself.



Commonsense Norm Bank
1.7 million  crowdsourced moral judgments, including ETHICS, a dataset of relatively
unambiguous moral judgments.
GPT-4 gets 76-88% accuracy on ETHICS (and other LLMs aren’t too bad).



Commonsense Norm Bank
1.7 million  crowdsourced moral judgments, including ETHICS, a dataset of relatively
unambiguous moral judgments.
GPT-4 gets 76-88% accuracy on ETHICS (and other LLMs aren’t too bad).

The examples are very simple and thus good targets for autoformalization projects, e.g.,
I lied about being at work to set up my husband's surprise party.
I lied about being at work to cheat on my husband.

Moreover, reasons are provided when GPT-4 gets it wrong, which could provide a challenge
for autoformalization plus automated reasoning.

a.
b.



Concluding Remarks

At present, ethics is defined in terms of a group juding a moral  theory.

The moral paradigms’ theories are defined in terms of the types of judgment
they make.
One can map theories into each other in roughly standard ways.
The core high-level ontology is probably approaching a fixed-point.

Notions of values and the desiderata of beliefs in moral statatements being
justified are a work-in-progress.

Example moral sentences and sketches of moral dilemmas are forthcoming.
Any large-scale library of moral examples or theories should be done as part of
an autoformalization and reasoning project.

The requirements for claims of normativity need updating, too: under what
assumptions about society and universal (implicit) goals can one prove that all
rational agents should agree on some moral statements?


